We calculate the time resolved fluorescence from a topologically disordered two-dimensional molecular aggregate smaller than an optical wavelength. The photon emission rate is expressed in terms of a configurationally averaged particle-hole Green's function, calculated using the ladder diagram approximation. The exciton coherence size at a given energy is shown to be equal to the average oscillator strength per. state, provided the superradiance decay rate is much smaller than the absorption linewidth. The variation of the coherence size with molecular density and with exciton energy across the band is explored.
I. INTRODUCTION
The radiative dynamics of molecular aggregates and superlattices is an area of intensive current interest.id9 The time resolved fluorescence of molecular aggregates may show effects of cooperative spontaneous emission. We denote the fluorescence radiative decay rate of the aggregate by Nesy, y being the radiative decay rate of a single molecule and Nefi is the coherence size. The concept of a coherence size was first advanced by Mobius and Kuhn3 in analyzing the dependence of fluorescence quenching on the acceptor surface density for a system consisting of an acceptor monolayer on top of a J-aggregate monolayer. For an ordered aggregate in which the molecules occupy a regular lattice (without disorder or dephasing) and whose size is much smaller than the optical wavelength, NeE increases linearly with N (the number of molecules in the aggregate). '7' For inthrite size aggregates (larger than the optical wavelength of excitation A), Nes is equal to (A/u)~, a being the lattice constant and d is the dimensionality for d=l (Refs. 10,ll) and d=2.",13 Grad et aLi0 have calculated the coherence size for the radiative decay rate using the Haken-Strobl model14 for homogeneous dephasing. It was shown that the cooperativity is quenched by dephasing and that the coherence size varies from (A/Lz)~ for an infinite aggregate with no dephasing, to unity for large dephasing. Spano and Mukamel' have calculated the effect of static inhomogeneous broadening on the radiative lifetime of rigid aggregates using a reduced equation of motion for the density matrix. They showed how the coherence size decreases with inhomogeneous broadening. The effect of exciton-phonon coupling on the coherence size was studied as well; as the aggregate size is increased, the coherence size was shown to approach a limiting value, determined by the exciton-phonon coupling strength. studies suggest that disorder and dephasing destroy the cooperativity among molecules and reduce the coherence size. Recent experiments involving mixed monolayers of cyanine dyes (J-aggregates)8'9 have pointed out the need for a quantitative understanding of the role of topological disorder on the radiative coherence size. In this paper we calculate the time resolved fluorescence of this system for the case where no relaxation occurs between the various exciton states in the J-aggregate band. The radiative decay will be treated using an effective Hamiltonian (the superradiance master equations). 'oP'5*'6 We then use Green's function techniques to incorporate the disorder.17 The present approach generalizes the previous treatments in which the calculated coherence size was averaged over all single exciton energies and did not carry any information regarding its dependence on exciton energy. Here on the other hand, we calculate explicitly its dependence on exciton energy. The aggregate size is assumed to be much smaller than the optical wavelength of excitation but larger than the maximum coherence size. We show that the coherence size at a given exciton energy is equal to the average oscillator strength per state at that energyI only when the super-radiance decay rate is much smaller than the inhomogeneous broadening. We calculate the energy dependent coherence size, explore its variation with the density of molecules, and show how the maximum coherence size is diminished by topological disorder. For J-aggregates, in which the nearest-neighbor interaction is negative, the maximum coherence size N, is found to be at the band edge. We further find that N, increases with density.
II. GREEN'S FUNCTION EXPRESSION FOR FLUORESCENCE FROM A MOLECULAR ASSEMBLY
Consider a lattice where a fraction c=N/M of the lattice-sites-are occupied by molecules, N being the number of molecules and M the number of sites. The molecules are assumed to have two electronic levels with a ground state [g) and an excited state 15) separated by the energy gap fin. The two states have no permanent electric dipole, and Hint denotes the exciton-field interaction. Adopting the interaction picture with respect to the radiation field Hamiltonian, the electric field operator is given by the transition between them is electric dipole allowed. The molecules are coupled by dipoltiipole interactions and their transition dipole moments p are aligned in the same direction. In one experimental realization of such a system,8 the occupied sites contain dye molecules with an energy gap in the visible spectral region, while the "unoccupied" sites are filled with similarly shaped spacer molecules having a significantly larger energy gap.
Our calculation of the fluorescence line shape starts with the following Hamiltonian:
where C.C. denote complex conjugate, El and E2 denote the incident and the scattered modes, respectively,
H,, is the effective Hamiltonian of the exciton system which includes radiative decay and can be derived using projection operator techniques.'9-21 For a given configuration of molecules it reads'," 
H,,= c e,B$B,+ c 'J(r-r')B:Br,, 
with V being the quantization volume. Hereafter we take fi= 1.
where IO) denotes the ground state (i.e., all sites are in their ground state), and 1 r) denotes the state in which only site r is excited and all other sites are in their ground state.
H,, conserves the number of excitons, which is the consequence of the Heitler-London approximation.22 er is the excitation energy of site r which is equal to %a when site r is occupied and is equal to E, when site r is not occupied by molecules. Therefore E, is a random variable with a binary probability distribution,17
The exciton-field interaction is given by --i(q.r-z~f) 3. (10) The time dependent emission rate of (K~, wZ) photons is formally given by23
By taking the Ed+ CO limit, we make the unoccupied sites inaccessible, and the Hamiltonian H,, then represents our exciton system with topological disorder,17 Here p(t) is the density operator of the system (material and the scattered field mode), which satisfied the Liouville equation is the effective radiative damping operator. We have neglected the coupling between single exciton and two exciton states because we are only interested in the single exciton subspace. The r dependence of J( r) and I? (r ) will be specified later.
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where rij=ri-rj, ~i2---al-w2,
and E(o) is the temporal Fourier transform of incoming pulse E*(t) , where k, , k2 are the projections of K~, ~~ in the monolayer plane, and #(p,p ',q;ol ,w2 ) is the p-h Green function in momentum space
4 is the configurationally averaged particle-hole (p-h) Green's function 4(rl,r21r3,r4;~~,~2)~G~,,r2(w~>~3,r4(~2). '-(17) We use an overbar to denote the average over all configurations, and G is the single particle Green's function
We have recently developed a procedure for calculating the Green's function for a topologically disordered infinite lattice based on the ladder diagram approximation." We assume that the aggregate size is large compared with the effective coherence size for cooperative emission, so that boundary effects are negligible, and we can assume translational invariance and apply the method of Ref. 17. We can check for consistency by comparing the coherence size calculated by this method with the aggregate size.
We define the configurationally averaged single particle Green function G(p,o) in momentum space as G,,4w)=(rl o--~e,+jo jr'). (18) Equation ( 15) can alternatively be recast in the form
In Appendix B we show that the photon emission rate can be separated into a coherent component S,,
;;
Xi+(fa2)e-io12f
where P(K2,t) is the optical polarization in k space = IS
P(K2,t) = C P(r,t)e-'^2-' r and an incoherent component S,,
E(wl)S(w2)e-i"*2f.
The total signal is
We have further defined
Here l?(p) is the spatial Fourier transform of I'( r ) ,
A(k) is defined as
When the lattice size is much smaller than the optical wavelength, A ( kl -k2) = 1, and the signal S, is observed in all directions. On the other hand, when the lattice size is much larger than the optical wavelength, A(kl -k,) is nonzero only when k2-kl, and the S, signal is highly directional.
The coherent component S, in Eq. (26) can be obtained by factorizing the p-h Green function ($ = GG = a@. Its contribution to the signal is proportional to M2, and it decays in a time scale 7. which is determined by the longer of the two times, D-l, the inverse spectral width of the Green's function G(k,,w), or W-', the inverse spectral width of the excitation pulse (i.e., the pulse duration). The contribution of the incoherent component S, to the signal is proportional to M. When r12 is much smaller than D and W, i.e., the radiative decay rate is much smaller than the absorption and excitation pulse linewidth, S', decays in the radiative time scale l?, ' ( ii1 , Wl ) . Under this condition, we can obtain the long time behavior of S, by setting w2=01 everywhere except ~~~-iI'~~(w~,w~) in the denominator. We thus have
where ( 
Equation (32) represents the coarsed grained solution' which applies as long as the radiative lifetime is much longer than D-' and W-', thus the signal approaches its long time behavior immediately. This is verified by our numerical calculations.
Equations (26), (24), and (32) express the time resolved fluorescence in terms of the single particle Green function. To complete the derivation we need an explicit expression for this Green function. This can be derived using the coherent potential approximation (CPA)." We then have 
IV. APPLldATlON TO SMALL TWO-DIMENSIONAL AGGREGATES
Up to this point, we have only assumed that the aggregate size is larger than the coherence size. We now further assume that the aggregate is much smaller than the optical wavelength of excitation, so that2 l? (r-r') =z, r(P) =y sp,o, Wang, Muenter, and Mukamel: Topologically disordered excitons (384
Eq. (50) can be rationalized by a simple physical argument. Since the radiative decay rate of an eigenstate is proportional to its oscillator strength, and the linear absorption is equal to the density of states multiplied by the oscillator strength, the average radiative decay rate should be proportional to the absorption divided by the density of states. In the present formulation, both the absorption and the density of states are expressed in terms of the single particle Green function. However the average emission signal related to the average particle-hole Green function GG is not generally equal to the signal with the average decay rate. Making the factorization approximation z = GG, the incoherent signal vanishes. In the ladder diagram approximation and when the inhomogeneous broadening is larger than the superradiance decay rate [see Eq. (47) 
which is obtained by substituting Eq. (35) into Eq. (29) and taking the imaginary part of both sides. When c is not close to 1, and for w within the band, the super-radiance decay rate is much smaller than the inhomogeneous broadening My/24 IIm Z(m) I,
and we have from Eq. 
Substituting this into Eq. (42)) we have a(w) < 1,
and therefore
On the other hand, when MY/~> 1 Im B(o) 1, a(w) ~1, and N, (w) is much smaller than the average oscillator strength. The reason is as follows: The oscillator strength is proportional to the size within which the optical polarization of the various molecules oscillates in phase. This size is equal to v(w)/ImB(w), where v(w) is the exciton group velocity and Im Z(w) is the inverse dephasing time of exciton. When M'y/2> I Im Z(w) I, the exciton moves in a region much smaller than v(w)/Im 8(w) during the super-radiance lifetime l/My. Therefore the number of molecules which can emit cooperatively, N.&o), is much smaller than the average oscillator strength. For example in the regular lattice limit (c+ 1 >, the self-energy X(w) +O. When w is close (but not exactly equal) to the energy of one of the eigenstates J( p#O) , we have from Eq. (42) a(w)~~w--J(p=O)+i~~/2~2/~w--J(p)~2~l, (52) and Eq. (50) breaks down. In fact Eq. (50) gives N&w) =M for all w except w=J (p#O) with p in the first Brillouin zone. This is clearly unphysical and we should use the more general expression Eq. (41) in which the correction factor a(o) is taken into account.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the following numerical calculations we modeled the aggregate-as a square lattice with unit cell vectors ax^ and aj. The transition dipole p is taken to be in the plane of the aggregate,
&-(Z+j?). Jz
We further assume nearest-neighbor interactions, so that J(P) = -;
[cos(PR) +cos(&Q) 1. Here 2B is the bandwidth of a regular lattice (c= 1 ), For the present geometry the nearest-neighbor interaction is negative (J-aggregate). Condition (47) holds for frequencies w inside the band, provided c is not too close to 1. We therefore neglect I(p) in G( p,o> . From Eq. (37)) we have PO(E) o-E(w) --E+iO =c-1,
where pO(e) is the density of states of regular lattice (c =I),
c NE-fin--J(P)l.
P (56)
We shall approximate pO(e) by a simple Hubbard form which retains the correct analytic behavior near the band edges, and has no singularity within the band and gives one state per site,27
Substituting this into Eq. (55), we get
We have solved Eq. (58) for X(w) numerically by calculating the complex root for a given w using Newton's method.** From Eq. (50) we obtain the coherence size as a function of energy o. The results are displayed in Fig. 1 . The figure shows that the coherence size attains its maximum value at the bottom of the band, which carries most of the oscillator strength. This is characteristic of J-aggregates. For a regular lattice (c= 1) with periodic boundary conditions, the k=O state which carries all the oscillator strength is at the bottom of the band [see Eq. (53)]. When c < 1, the oscillator strength is distributed among states near the band edge. The figure also shows that as the disorder increases (c decreases), the distribution of oscillator strength becomes broader, and the maximum coherence size decreases. We display the maximum coherence size across the band N, as a function of density c in Fig. 2 . The figure demonstrates that when the disorder increases (c decreases), N, decreases. The disorder thus destroys the cooperativity of the aggregate. In the low density (~40) limit, N,+ 1, which means that each molecule radiates independently. From the figure we also see that as C-S 1, N,-+ CO. However the present theory only holds when
NC<N=cM<c(A/a)2.
As N increases for a given density c, the maximum coherence size first increases linearly with N and then converges to some asymptotic limiting value N, (Ref. 1) which is determined by the density c and is independent of N as long as il is much larger than the aggregate size. If relaxation among the various exciton states in the band is negligible, Nes(w) can be measured experimently by applying a pulse whose spectral width W is much narrower than the inhomogeneous broadening of single exciton states and is much larger than the radiative decay rate, i.e., IIm W&) 1% W&y(G).
From Eqs. (24) and (32) 
Here ?$ is the peak position of the incoming pulse &w,). Since W%y(&), we see from EQ. (60) that S, decays much faster than S', . After a short time delay (which is equal to the duration of the incoming pulse), the signal then decays exponentially. This allows us to measure the energy dependent radiative decay rate y(&) and coherence size N,,( $> . In practice, neglect of relaxation among the exciton states is only likely to be realistic for very low temperatures and relatively short times. As relaxation occurs, emission will tend to be dominantly from lowest states in the band and the information on the dependence of Neff on ?& may not be readily observable.
When the incoming pulsejs very short (impulsive excitation), E,(t) =E,6(t) 
Here I(wl) is the absorption line shape defined in Eq.
(44)) and we have set kl =O. The above equation shows that the coherent component S,(t) is simply given by the square of the Fourier transform of the absorption line shape. S, decays due to inhomogeneous dephasing (free induction decay) in a time scale equal to the inverse of the absorption linewidth which is much shorter than the radiative lifetime l/y(Ei,) when c is not too large. S, has a multiexponential decay in the impulsive excitation case [see Eq. (32) ]. S,(t) and S,(t) calculated for impulsive excitation are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 . These figures demonstrate that S, decays much faster than S',.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have investigated the radiative dynamics of molecular aggregates with topological disorder. The photon emission rate was expressed in terms of a configurationally averaged p-h Green's function [see Eq. (21)], and then evaluated it using the ladder diagram approximation. We found that following an initial short time decay [S,(t) ], the signal is characterized by a cooperative radiative decay [Sl( t)]. The energy dependent coherence size and the maximum coherence size for different densities were calculated. The signal was analyzed using two limiting cases for the excitation pulses. (i) The pulse spectral width is much smaller than the inhomogeneous broadening but much larger than the radiative decay rate. (ii) Infinitely short pulse (impulsive) excitation. Although we have assumed Im X(w) s&Q/2 for w within the band in our numerical calculations, this is not a fundamental limitation of our theory. When this condition does not hold, we should solve the CPA self-consistent Eq. (37) instead of Eq. (55), and use Eqs. (41), (45) to calculate N&o), A(w) instead of using Eqs. (50), (51). Moreover, our two-dimensional numerical calculations can be easily extended to one-or three-dimensional aggregates whose size is much smaller than the optical wavelength. Our theory can also be applied to infinite superlattices and nanostructures. 46'29 Considering an infinite twodimensional lattice, Eqs. (26) and (3 1) show that S, is highly directional and can be observed only in the direction k, f: kl, while S, can be observed in all directions. Equation (38) For a regular inflnite lattice (c= 1 >, S,=O and the signal shows up only in the direction k2 = k, . For impulsive excitation, the signal decays as determined by the first three interactions. In the first three interactions, the system can interact with either the external field El or the scattered field E2, while the fourth interaction must be E2, otherwise the trace is zero. This results in 64 terms. In the rotating wave approximation, the number of resonant terms is greatly reduced. For example, the first interaction must be with El to create an exciton. Terms such as B~a~eiG~', B+ET(t)eiGlf which represent the creation of an exciton andkmission of a photon are antiresonant and are thus omitted. We find that only six terms survive. The contribution of three of them are the complex conjugate of the others. So in practice we need to consider only three pathways (see Fig. 8 Here Wij=Wi--Wj, Eij = E; -E:, and the single particle 
APPENDIX B
In this appendix we derive Eq. (26) by using the ladder diagram approximation. We start with the BetheSalpeter equation with the ladder diagram approxima- 'tionll,25,26 xA(P-P') +; ; G(p+q/2,wl) P (A8)
Xrp(PN,P',wJl,~2). X I%-2ir(p') I, (B4) 
